
Denmark events

Midsummer  Camp - triangulation meditation   

17.06.2010 - 21.06.2010 

  

The camp includes a program of yoga practice, meditations, lectures, and trips in nature, which
culminate in the last day with the famous triangulation meditation program. In these special
meditations we will create, together with similar groups from other countries, an energetic
structure of triangles formed by groups of people who will meditate in unison to create a very
powerful experience in this special moment of the year - the Summer Solstice.

  

280 Euro
 

  

 

  

Tantra  summer camp for awakening the soul (in Stevns Klint)

  

10.07.2010 - 21.07.2010
The theme of this year’s tantra camp is “Awakening the SOUL”. The excessive use of the mind
is causing modern people to become “walking robots” which are almost completely
pre-programmed by their ideas and personally accepted limitations. Life is no longer a
fascinating adventure, but has become a pre-determined and arranged event that hides no
surprises. Tantra offers a large selection of methods that result in the awakening of the soul, the
immediate result being an amazing state of freedom and spontaneity that makes our life
become an expression of our inner nature and not a prison of it. Many of these methods do not
require prior knowledge and represent simple and effective attitudes for the daily life. The camp
is a spiritual journey and an open invitation for self–realization, under discreet guidance that is
only pointing out the direction that each person chooses to follow him/herself. With the help of
the wonderful surroundings of the ancient site of Stevens Klimt, this camp is a gift you can offer
to your Soul.

10-17.7     first module
470 Euro (for first module only)
18-21.7     advanced module
700 Euro (for both first and advanced module)
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Ayurveda  Camp for Happy Relationships

  

22.07.2010 - 25.07.2010
Do you want to improve your relationships with yourself, loved ones  and the rest of the world?
Join us for a fascinating trip in the heart  of nature and let yourself be warmed-up by the rays of
the Sun, embraced  by the blow of the wind, whilst learning about the ancient secrets of 
Ayurveda.
280 Euro
 

  

 

  

Silent  Retreat (in Stevns Klint)

  

26.07.2010 - 31.07.2010
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  This retreat is a period of intensive training that allows one to dive into self-knowledge until therealization of the Reality Within - the Truth that animates our personality and gives us thepossibility to exist. With a daily program that emphasizes on meditation and keeping totalsilence, and in an atmosphere that resembles the Zen monasteries, this retreat is a powerfultool for all those who are ready for more than just a classic spiritual holiday. Before the retreat there is a selection meditation, in order to allow only those who are ready todo long meditations to participate in the retreat.  333 Euro           Polarity  camp (in Costinesti, Romania)   02.08.2010 - 08.08.2010Beginning at 14:00 with the introductory lecture. In its second edition, The Polarity Camp is designed to explore the universal and almightyprinciple of polarity in a comprehensive manner. Being structured in such a way that themasculine – feminine polarity is underlined and specifically amplified, The Polarity Camp is arare opportunity to experience the power of polarity and study its secrets in an environment thatis perfectly designed for this purpose. In the camp the program for men and women isspecifically designed for everyone to become aware about their own polarity and contemplatethe other polarity. Being integrated in the bigger International Yoga Symposium, the polaritycamp provides you with an amazing opportunity to participate in a diverse number of activities.Teacher: Adina & Mihai StoianLanguage: Romanian, English     Erotic  Tantric Weekend   06.08.2010 - 08.08.2010   Tantra is a spiritual path which is all about experiencing the world  more intensely, being in thepresent moment and has love and the  principle of polarity between masculine and feminine asthe fundamental  pillars. Therefore we use a lot of time to explain tantra as a philosophical/spiritual system.  380 Euro        Sweden events    STOCKHOLM:10 april: Music's magic - workshop, 13:00-16:0016 may:  Laugh till you are healthy6 june: Lecture about and meditation with  the Swedish national soulPlace: Bergsunds Strand 43 (T-hornstull)  KARLSKRONA:18 april: Discover the lesson of your life with  numerology (workshop), 17:0016 maj: Win the Battle with Time  (workshop); 17:00Place: Ölandsgatan 16  MALMÖ:17-18  april: Chromotherapy - Regain you Harmony and Health with the Help of  Colours(Workshop). 17 april 11:30-20:00. 18 april: 10:00-14:00.13  june: The Healing Powers of Herbs - Workshop out in the Nature.Place:  Celsiusgatan 29     16.04.2010 - 18.04.2010ATMAN workshop for revealing the Supreme Self (04/2010) 50 Euro    21.05.2010 - 24.05.2010Camp of Enlightenment280 Euro17.06.2010 - 21.06.2010Midsummer Camp - triangulation meditation280 Euro10.07.2010 - 21.07.2010Tantra summer camp for awakening the soul (in Stevns Klint)10-17.7     first module470 Euro (for first module only)18-21.7       advanced module700 Euro (for both first and advanced module)22.07.2010 - 25.07.2010Ayurveda Camp for Happy Relationships280 Euro 26.07.2010 - 31.07.2010Silent Retreat (in Stevns Klint)333 Euro02.08.2010 - 08.08.2010Polarity camp (in Costinesti, Romania)06.08.2010 - 08.08.2010Erotic Tantric Weekend (08/2010)380 Euro  
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